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It is a new year and we hope for all of you it is a good one. But we could not
leave 2018 without paying tribute to someone who more than most
understood and personified what it is to be of service to your community.
Ian Johnson MBE was one such person, whether in his working life in the Fire
Brigade, or in his involvement with local schools, St John Ambulance, the
British Legion or his dedicated lifelong service to the 3rd Chalkwell Bay Sea
Scouts. Ian was a support to all and in his quiet unassuming way got things
done. So in looking forward to 2019 it is Ian’s legacy now that we need to
nurture and hopefully in some small way we can all take it on in part, because
filling the hole would be a daunting job for anyone else.

2019 DIARY DATES
Our meetings are held at the COMMUNITY CENTRE IN ELM ROAD
Entry £2 members, £3 visitors, commencing at 7.30pm
13 March — Early Canvey Island—Robert Hallman
17 April—AGM and No Empty Vassalls — Carole Mulroney
8 May — The Home Guard—Local Defence—Trevor Cocks
11 September— A Leigh-on-Sea Documentary, focusing on the fishing and cockling industry - John adams

9 October Shoebury Heritage—Brian Sandford
13 November -The A-Z of Christmas - Eric Probert

DATA PROTECTION
I know we are all fed up being bombarded with the new rules and needing to
sign the relevant forms but unfortunately the Leigh Society has to abide by
these rulings. So you will find in your Leighway the form which you need to
complete and return to us. If at all possible hand to a committee member at
a meeting or at the heritage centre or email to
leighsociety@btinternet.com to save postage. Failure to return could
jeopardise your membership so don’t delay.

DUMMY RUN!
Trevor Cocks, our speaker
on 8 May 2019, needs a
tailor’s
dummy
to
illustrate his talk. Does
anyone have one they
could lend us for the
evening?

SUBSCRIPTIONS
At the start of this New Year subscriptions are now due. A gentle reminder
that the sub is £12 which covers the household. If you have already paid
through standing order thank you very much—it saves us so much time and
effort. However please check that your standing order is for the correct
amount. As always if subs are not paid by the time of the AGM on 17 April
membership will cease and you will not receive any further Leighways or be
within the circulation for events and information.
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EXPLODING TOILETS—WHATEVER NEXT!
About 8pm on Saturday, 28 August 1909 in the evening an
explosion of gas occurred in the gentlemen's lavatory at the
railways station (now the sailing Club).
It appears to have been as a result of some foolish joking on
the part of somebody unknown but about whom enquiries
were underway.
This person went into the lavatory and turned the gas on in
one of the compartments and left it without lighting it.
There was another gas bracket outside some two feet away
from the door of the lavatory. and when the place got full
the escaping gas reached the light and the explosion
followed.

The roof was lifted from the two offices and the brickworks
disturbed but fortunately there were no further damages as
there was nobody about at that hour.

TREES
There has been some controversy lately about the protection afforded to trees in
conservation areas.
Very important trees in any area are usually protected by Tree Preservation Orders
(TPO) and permission has to be obtained for any works to them or removal.

For other trees in conservation areas there is not the same protection although anyone
proposing works is required to notify the Council of their intention. The Council then
has 6 weeks in which to decide if any of the trees should be the subject of a TPO to
protect them. If the Council does not find the trees to be of such significance and do not make a TPO then the
works can go ahead.
If the Council makes a TPO under these circumstances the applicant can challenge that decision. This right of
challenge is also open to applicants for works to a TPO’d tree.
From time to time the Council has to take action to remove street trees for a variety of reasons, including their
health or dangerous situation. Where a tree is removed the location is recorded for replanting, ensuring that tree
cover within the town is maintained and extended in line with Council policy.

The precise location for the replanting is subject to a number of constraints such as existing underground/overhead
services, continued presence of tree roots/old stumps/soil pathogens and the maintenance of safe sight lines etc.

LIBRARY RENEWALS
For those who are wondering when Leigh library is to be refurbed. The condition survey identified some
unexpected works which have had to be dealt with first. So the refurb works will be a little behind but are still
programmed.
Also the CCTV cameras promised for the Broadway and Leigh Road will be going in in the coming weeks.
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A LEIGH HOT HEAD
On 14 February 1939 the Daily Mirror printed a letter from a Mr S Osborne of Hadleigh Road, Leigh. This was
Stanley Osborne a fisherman who was writing to tell the tale of his brother Bert ‘Curley’ Osborne a whitebait fisherman who lived in Southsea Avenue.
Bert was a keen footballer and somewhat of a star in scratch football teams of fishermen who played on the
concrete and asphalt pitch.
In this particular game Bert headed the ball and then started to feel his head becoming very hot . He threw off his
cap to realise his hair and eyebrows were on fire. His fellow players rushed to help and beat out the flames.
It tined out that, like many fishermen, Bert kept his cigarettes and matches in his cap and the blow from the ball
had ignited the matches !

LEIGH’S SILVER BADGE CINEMA
The Armistice may have been signed in 1918 but of course the War was not officially over
until 1919 so this little snippet of Leigh’s history should not be forgotten.
The Silver Badge was originally issued to officers and men who were discharged or retired from the
military
forces as a result of sickness or injury caused by their war service. It was later to include
civilians serving with
the Royal Army Medical Corps, female nurses, staff and aid workers.
Around the rim of the badge was inscribed “For King and Empire; Services Rendered”. It became known for this
reason also as the “Services Rendered Badge”. Each badge was also engraved with a unique number on the reverse
and about 1,150,000 badges were issued.
On 30 September 1918 The Daily Mirror reported that Leigh had a novel
cinema theatre which was owned and managed entirely by Silver Badge
men. From the managing director down to the attendants every man had
been invalided from the forces and even the bioscope operator and the
orchestra had the badge.
The lady attendants were widows of men killed in action.
The paper also reports a novel innovation in the cinema in the form of a
café where patrons could have light refreshments and see the pictures at
the same time.
If you had a relative from Leigh who received a Silver Badge could it be
they helped man the cinema and where was the cinema?
Could it have been the Empire Palace (later the Empire) which stood on the
land now a temporary car park behind the Grand and latterly Overton’s
Garage and was opened in 1910. During the Great War the cinema was
used for free shows for soldiers .

This seems like a good candidate—but do you know better?
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THEN AND NOW
62 BROADWAY AND THE REMARKABLE MRS HAWKEN
Pretty sure this is the same building although the roofscape has changed the configuration of the doors on the
corner is the same.

In 1911 this was the property of William Blacker
Hawken a gents outfitter, originally from Cornwall, and
his wife Adelaide from Gloucestershire. They came to
Leigh sometime between 1901 and 1911.
Adelaide Hawken (nee Bryant) was a woman with a
social conscience and greatly concerned with social
welfare. And she set to improving the situation in
Southend, opening the first child and welfare clinic in
1915 (now the Trinity Centre).
According to the Southend Standard in 1929 Mrs
Hawken devoted four afternoons a week to the
oversight of the clinics, the work of which she was
the virtual founder and which had then grown to
over 20,000 attendances .
But she didn’t stop there. She was a Governor for
both the Westcliff High Schools for Girls and Boys
and school manager for the western district of the
Borough.
In 1919 she was elected for the first time as a
Councillor for Leigh Ward , only the second woman
to be elected to the Council and she was re-elected
time and again. She served on many welfare
related committees and was Chairman of the
Maternity and Child Welfare Committee.
In 1920 she became the first woman in the country
to be elected as a Justice of the Peace and became
a visiting magistrate to Holloway Prison.

She was also in demand as a speaker, leading
debates at the Leigh Debating Society on child
welfare and was an advocate of women’s suffrage.
These are just some of Adelaide’s work, she was
also active in the church and other groups.

.

Adelaide died in 1929
and her husband,
William 10 years later.
Their son John was
still running the
outfitters at 62
Broadway in 1939 —
does anyone
remember it?

In 1932 a memorial plaque was erected at the then new
general hospital. I have tried to find this without success so
if anyone sees it on a visit to the hospital could they let me
know.
Carole
Some of this information comes from the website
snapping the stiletto which is well worth a visit.
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SPEAKERS 2019
ROBERT HALLMAN – EARLY CANVEY ISLAND
13 MARCH 2019
“I came to this country aged 21 in pursuit of my training as a typesetter – Germany, Holland, South Wales,
Watford, and Dublin. On my return I stopped in London on a whim and sought and found a
job in the West End as typographer, liked it and stayed on, went freelancing after just a few
years, bought a house in South Benfleet and settled in Essex with a young family. I also loved
photography and I illustrated books on Britain, antiques, falconry, etc.
As a teenager I had decided I wanted to write, but I had to wait until retirement to make that
dream come true and I knew enough to glean the confidence. Evening classes, diligent
research and magazine and newspaper articles followed. My first book was a history of
South Benfleet, then Canvey Island, Essex, Chelmsford and Thundersley & Daws Heath. I
found a local publisher for a children’s story set on the Essex coast in the 18th century, a time I had studied especially while researching. Two collections of Ghost Stories and a collection of poetry and photographs I shared with
a friend – ‘The East Seaxe’. All my written books have been about Essex, though my next one will revisit my childhood in wartime.
I’m still writing and adding to a series of historical fables or tales set in, on and about the Thames – I like to call
them Legends. One of them, set on the Leigh foreshore, has already been published in Moscow of all places. Now
I’m just trying to interest a publisher to produce a book of pictures with captions of Essex in black and white. “

CAROLE MULRONEY - NO EMPTY VASSALLS
17 APRIL 2019
CHANGE TO PREVIOUS PROGRAMMED TALK— As many of you will know Carole has been researching her own and
Leigh’s family history for many years and currently has a database of over 24,000 people who
are connected, not just to each other, but to Leigh.

In this talk Carole will tell the fascinating story of a local family who through every generation
did something notable.

TREVOR COCKS – THE HOME GUARD LOCAL DEFENCE
8 MAY 2019
Trevor is a member of the Hertfordshire Home Guard Living History Group. “The Group of 16 people is based at
Hatfield, Hertfordshire, and we portray the Home Guard from its inception in May 1940 to its stand down in December 1944. As a group we attend about 10 to 12 living history shows in Middlesex,
Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Cambridge, Northants, Buckinghamshire and Essex. Also
Cressing Temple at War Show in Braintree.

I am a resident of Leigh, and over the last 12 months I have given talks at the Rayleigh
Museum and spoken to 50 year six pupils from Rayleigh Primary Schools in Rayleigh
library. More information can be found at the website Hertfordshire Homeguard”.
Any opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of
the particular author and not necessarily those of the
committee and officers of the Society. We hope you
will like to keep your copy of Leighway, but if not
please recycle it
© Leigh Society, Leigh Heritage Centre, 13A High
Street, Leigh-on-Sea SS9 2EN
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MORE MEMORIES OF CAEDMON SCHOOL - by Geoff Gonella
I went to Caedmon House, from 1950 to (I believe) 1957. I started at the age of four, with my mother and I
arriving and being met by Miss (Alice) Morris. From the very start I felt at ease, do doubt helped by the school
being a house and not an institution-type building! It seemed rather grand actually, with a room called 'The Study'
and "Cook" behind the scenes to do the meals. A far cry from the bungalow I was from in Glenbervie Drive
.
Miss Morris had a sister (Helen) who was a nice lady but rarely seen, but I recall her wearing leg irons. They both
lived-in. There was an upstairs classroom for the very young, where we were read stories, nursery rhymes and the
like, and were introduced to the basics of the three R's. There were some large nursery books, elaborately
illustrated in the Art Nouveau style, which I found fascinating.
The staff included Miss Wilkins (English), Miss Langridge (Art), Mrs Emmit (sports) and a French lady who visited
occasionally to teach elementary French. There was also somebody who taught Nature Study. Miss Morris taught
some subjects herself, as well as running the school single-handedly. School uniform was grey with purple trim,
and pupils were divided into 'houses'. I vaguely recall the house names being: 'School', 'Watts', 'Harwood' and
'Morris'.

I owe many thanks to Mrs Emmit, who amongst other things taught us tennis at Chalkwell Park tennis courts.
While the rest of the class seemed to prefer to have knock-abouts in small groups, I was keen to learn the game
from the competitive point of view, and she took the trouble to teach me individually. She also held swimming
lessons at Leigh outdoor pool. The crabs in the bed of the pool took a particular liking to children's big toes, and
there was a lot of screaming and tip-toeing by those that couldn't swim!
There was a school hall, close to the main building, which was used for morning assembly, exercises, balancing,
badminton, netball, and events. I really liked badminton, so did many others.
I vaguely remember the 'milk', which was in third of a pint bottles and seemed rather watery.
I remember the following pupils: Jennifer Moir, Gillian Rayne-Davis, Sally Beard, Beverley Ballard, Susan Vallis,
Russell Scholfield, Philip Levy, Andrew Seta-Lumbsden, Daniel Reader, Lee Tillier, Robert Banner, Clifford ........,
Charles Purle.
The annual school play was good fun. It was held in the hall, and had folding screens instead of curtains. I recall
being in 'Hiawatha' (a tree), 'The Water Babies' (a chimney sweep) and 'Queen Elizabeth I' (Sir Walter Raleigh).
Miss Morris seemed to be Producer, Director, Stage Manager and Screen Mover all in one, but not Wardrobe parents had to supply the costumes for their own children!
The School Prizegiving was another big event, with many of us getting adventure-type books such as 'The Coral
Island' and 'Swiss Family Robinson'.
On the academic front, Caedmon House prepared us up to the '11 plus' examinations. In addition Miss Morris
believed in the Royal Society of Arts exams. These were voluntary, and provided us experience of taking exams
before the dreaded 11 plus, which seemed like a daunting prospect for the future.

Life in the area near the school was very quiet, with hardly any traffic and not much in the way of building works
and the like. The Council men would come and prune the roadside trees (which were in most roads), but all-in-all it
was a quiet and safe environment. The only problem seemed to be fog (a grey colour) which would descend
early on some mornings and sometimes stay until lunchtime or even longer. I don't recall the school closing for any
reason; fog, snow and boiler failures came and went, with Miss Morris and her staff dealing with it all.
I was good pals with Russell Scholfield, Daniel Reader and Charles Purle, and we'd walk back home together, often
changing the route via alleyways and builders' yards etc. in which we could take short-cuts. One house near the
school was known to have a large collection of snakes and salamanders, and we plucked-up the courage to knock
on the door and asked if we could see it all. The owner was very happy to, and gave us a guided tour.
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Another time we noticed that a house had spears hanging on the walls of the front rooms. We knocked and asked
to see the spears, and were welcomed in, to be shown a house full of tribal art: spears, drums, costumes - we
were amazed by it all.
There was a 'tuck shop' a short way along Pall Mall going west, and us boys would buy 'chews' with odd coins we
had picked-up on the walks home. Miss Morris disapproved of pupils using the tuck shop, but we never knew why
(also she disapproved of the works of Enid Blyton and banned them from the school altogether. We didn't know
why to that either).
All fascinating stuff for inquisitive schoolboys!

LEIGH’S OTHER CONNECTION TO HOLLYWOOD
While in Canada over the new year I tuned into an episode of the American Who Do You
Think You Are?
The episode related to an American actress, Mandy More, who I have to confess I had not
heard of. What a surprise it was to hear her say that her name was Mandy Leigh Moore,
the Leigh coming from Leigh-on-Sea in England where her mother had lived for some time.
Sadly her story did not relate to Leigh though she traced her ancestry back to famine
struck Ireland.

WHO LIVED IN ELM ROAD IN 1911– PART 3
AT BUSWELLS
This house was originally no 86 now 110. In 1911 the occupants were
the elderly Edward Picton Warlow Baumgarten and his wife and some
of their family. Edward was a retired army captain born in Bognor (no
Regis as yet – it needed George V to add that suffix). He had previously been a farmer of Lower Eastwood Farm.
His childhood was interesting in that he was the adopted son of the
Rev Charles Henry Thomas Baumgarten. The reverend and his wife
(Frances Ord) had no children but living with them in 1851 was Frances’ nephew Edward
Picton Warlow who was the son of Maj Thomas Warlow of the Bengal Engineers, who had
died at Delhi in 1839, and his wife (Mary Prudence Ord). The Rev and his wife adopted Edward as their heir and he took the name Baumgarten.
Mary Prudence Ord

Edward had an up and down life. He joined the army and whilst serving in the 6 th Enniskillens in 1855 was subjected, to a very highly publicised series of practical jokes at the hands of his brother officers,
some of them of a grossly immoral character. Edward had only been in the regiment three months (and was a
quiet, inoffensive, gentlemanly person), when his sword broken and the plume of his helmet cut to pieces; two
buckets of water thrown into his bed, and his clothes put into the bath; water poured into the chest containing his
clean linen; six panes of glass in the window smashed, as well as the looking-glass; the door locked while he was in
the room, and the window fastened down and, to complete the affair, the tail of his horse and its toppet (forelock)
were cut off, and the animal, which cost eighty guineas, so disfigured as to render its confinement to the stable
necessary. Cornet Baumgarten challenged the culprit, Cornet Evans, and the preliminaries were arranged for a
duel. By six o'clock in the morning, a party of officers took possession of an old gravel pit in the old park, at the rear
of the barracks; a surgeon waiting in readiness. They were doomed, however, to disappointment, for, as Cornet
Baumgarten was proceeding to the spot, he was quickly followed by the saddler-sergeant, dressed in private
clothes, who detained him and stopped the duel. He went quietly off to the barracks and awaited a court martial
for " breach of discipline and using violent language’. His opponent, Cornet Evans, was thrown out of the army
and Baumgarten was admonished to be better behaved in future.

In later life he stood for Parliament for Ilkeston and lost to the grandly named Balthazar Foster. He suffered severe
losses in South Africa and was declared bankrupt in 1908 having been fined the previous year for travelling in a
first class carriage with a third class ticket. He died in 1913
His sister, Mary was the grandmother of Neville Shute, his son in law was Sir James Miller Dodds, Under Secretary
to the Scottish Office, and his great uncle was Lt Gen Thomas Picton GCB, Wellington’s second in command at 7
Waterloo and the highest ranking British soldier to die on that day.
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MEMORIES OF YACHTING HEYDAYS
Lovely family memories from Ken Kirby
Leigh fishermen used to get summer work as crew on the big racing yachts towards the end of the 19th and into
the 20th centuries. The Duke of Abruzzi had a cutter built in 1897 for racing which he named Bona (as in Bona Fide Good faith, or Bona - Beautiful).
When the racing yachts won they used to share the prize money with the crew who would bring it home and buy
their houses or a new boat. I have been told that Bona Kirby was named from the racing yacht and when he had a
bawley built by Aldous of Brightlingsea in 1903 he named it Bona. That bawley has been rebuilt and is currently
sailing out of Southwold.
On my family tree Charles Kirby (1841-1927) remarried a girl from the Isle of Wight which is where many of the
yacht races happened. This would suggest that he was the first Bona Kirby. The Leigh Nicknames list mentions
Rowland Kirby as Bona so Charles probably passed the boat and the name down to his son. However I understand
that after Charles Kirby the bawley Bona was registered to Abraham Kirby - most likely Charles brother 1846-1929.
I know that my great grandfather Stephen Kirby 1875-1962 had two bawleys and family anecdotes suggest one was
Bona.
My Grandmother Dorothy Kirby (wife of Stephen's son Archer) wrote a booklet about her younger years which she
called 'The 20's girl' and in it she spoke of Stephen and Archer sailing their two bawleys and Archer’s little boat to
Brightlingsea to be sold in 1921. (Archer often called himself Archie because he thought Archer too Americanised,
the name came from Archer Cotgrove who lived next door on Low Road).

Archer’s little boat was given to him as a 21st birthday present, and he was born in December 1899 so he must
have only had it for 6 months before it had to be sold. The reason for the sale was for Stephen to collect enough
money to go into partnership (I have never been told anything about the partner) to start a crisp factory in
Birmingham.
Archer had to go away with his family, only keeping in contact with Dorothy by mail. He eventually proposed and
they were married in 1924 and both moved to Birmingham where Archer was in charge of sales and delivery
driving a model T van but my Dad says he was quite lazy and did not do well which in turn affected the business.
When a large company came over from
America called 'Golden Wonder' they flooded
the
market
and
Kirby's
Crisps
became unviable, so they sold up and returned to Leigh. (I believe he used
what money he had left to buy a greengrocers shop on Leigh Broadway which he let out)
My Uncle Denis was born in Birmingham, my
Grandmother told me when they returned to
Leigh he was a toddler running around the
building site of their new home in Surrey Avenue. Denis used to drink in the Crooked Billet
mostly on Friday lunchtimes right up to his
death in 2017.
My Father David Kirby often mentions Alf
Kirby who was my great grandfather Stephen's
cousin. I think it was Alf (1872-1950) who
piloted the King’s yacht so was most likely to
have the nickname King’s Pilot
Ken would be very interested if anyone has any memories
of his Leigh Kirby connections. You can contact him through
Carole at the usual address.
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